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Environmental problems have threatened the daily life of people, so they draw more 
and more attention from government and the public in recent years in China. Operation of 
corporations causes the main pollution and corporate environmental disclosure has been 
an important means to monitor the realization of corporate environmental responsibility 
and solve environmental problems. What makes corporations to disclose environmental 
information timely, faithfully and comprehensively?  It needs practical surveys and 
theoretic answers. Institutional investors can involve in corporate governance. Then 
whether institutional investors can promote corporate environmental disclosure? This 
study tries to answer it. 
A sample of 5968 firm-year observations from Chinese stock market for 2011-2014 
is constructed for empirical tests. According to the study of Brickley et al. (1998)
 [1]
, this 
research groups brokers, banks, insurance corporations, financial corporations, trusts and 
nonfinancial listed firms as gray institutional investors. Funds, QFII, social security funds 
consists independent institutional investors based on potential business relations between 
institutional investors and corporations. Based on corporate social responsibility theory, 
stakeholder theory and signaling theory, this empirical research examines the influence of 
institutional investors as whole and its different types on corporate environmental 
disclosure. The results show: firstly, more and more firms disclose more environmental 
information and the proportion of firms which disclose environmental information is 
increasing in China, but the whole level of corporate environmental disclosure is still 
quite low. Secondly, institutional investors as whole play a role in improving the level of 
corporate environmental disclosure. Share proportion held by gray institutional investors 
is significantly positive with the level of corporate environmental disclosure, and this is 
caused mainly by insurance corporations and nonfinancial listed firms. However, banks 
and trusts lower the level of corporate environmental disclosure, brokers and financial 
companies do not work significantly, the same as independent institutional investors as 

















significantly positive relation between institutional investors as whole, gray institutional 
investors and the level of corporate environmental disclosure just exists in nonpolluting 
industries, institutional investors do not work well in polluting industries. Thus, 
institutional investors can influence the level of corporate environmental disclosure in 
China, but the influence is limited. Then according to these empirical research results, 
some policy advice is provided. In order to improve the transparency of corporate 
environmental conditions, stakeholders should work together,. 
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第 1 章 绪论 
1.1 研究背景 
2012 年，我国各地连续多日出现雾霾天气，北京尤为严峻，影响人们日常
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